An example of a nursing care map after elective colonic resection on the first postoperative day (24-48 hours postoperatively).
Hvidovre Hospital, Copenhagen

1. Postoperative day  |  Date: | A  
|---------------------|-------|-----|

Prescriptions:  
- Analgesics (standard)  
- Low mol.weight heparine  
- Fluid-balance  

Problems /nursing interventions

Information  
- Surgery by surgeon  
- Plan/goals for the day  
- Preparing discharge  

1. Cerebral condition  

Problems /nursing interventions

2. Sleep and rest  

Problems /nursing interventions

3. Pain  

Problems /nursing interventions

4. Epidural  

Problems /nursing interventions

5. Intravenous line  

Problems /nursing interventions

6. Respiration/Circulation  
- Respiration  
- BP  
- SpO₂  
- HR  
- Temperature  

Problems /nursing interventions

Nursing - observations and interventions

Ad

Ad

Ad

Careplan completed by:

Init./ Init./ Init.